
Accoya Timber Gridshell 

Completed by the Melbourne School of Design and Gridshell.it, during a student workshop in Melbourne, Australia in Autum 2014



Built by a group of 
masters students at the 
Melbourne School of 
Design, the Accoya post 
formed gridshell was the 
first of its kind to be 
built in Australia. It 
was constructed in 5 days 
as part of an “Issues in 
Technology” workshop. 

Gridshell.it is an Italian 
company specializing in 
the design & construction 
of timber gridshells. 
They provided design, 
structural, and 
construction support. 
Accsys Technology is 
an Australian company 
who produces the Accoya 
product, which is a 
sustainably, treated wood. 

Acetylation is process by which 
you can achieve the durability 
of pressure treated wood without 
using toxic preservatives. It is 
essentially a pickling process, 
as vinegar is diluted acetic 
acid.  The process chemically 
modifies the cell walls of the 
wood making the material harder 
(therefore stronger), dryer, 
more dimensionally stable, and 
more decay resistant. It also 
stretches out the cell walls of 
the wood which returns it to its 
original green-wood volume. 

The process also makes the wood 
smell like vinegar and you must 
use stainless steel fasteners 
(rather than regular steel) to 
avoid corrosion due to residual 
acetic acid. 

The hardness and dryness makes 
it a curious choice for a grid 
shell, but this also could have 
been the motivator for Accsys to 
participate in the project: they 
were able to see how it would 
preform in bending. 



The gridshell was erected in three stages. First, a flat grid of timber lath was assembled on the ground from prefabricated moduli. 



Next the structure was lifted up on saw horses and an ancient Greek simple machine, the tackle, was assembled below it. 



The tackle allows to a small group of people to pull the gridshell into shape with minimum effort - it took only four people 
to achieve the desired curvature.  



The gridshell was then stabilized with diagonal bracing and a simple footing system. 





Flat mat and post formed bracing diagrams. My guess is that the bracing geometry was determined by where displacement and or lateral loads 
were the highest. 



Braced structure displacement analysis. From a design standpoint I think it is interesting that the bracing has its own, intentional geometry that 
compliments the grid and completes the form. They are inextricable both functionally and aesthetically. 



Module connections - all slotted except for where bracing comes in. 
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